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The information in this data sheet is given to the best of our knowledge based on laboratory 
testing and practical experience. However, as the product can be used under conditions 
beyond our control, we can only guarantee the quality of the product itself. We also reserve the 
right to change the given data without notice. Minor product variations may be implemented in 
order to comply with local requirements.

DISCLAIMER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Flextred is a self-adhesive safety tape which is designed to provide a low cost, durable slip resistance surface. Suitable in 
dry or wet conditions, Flextred has a heavy coating of “Pressure Sensitive Adhesive” which is formulated to allow the tape to 
attach to practically any clean, dry, smooth surface. Flextred is not hindered by the presence of water, oil or grease; making it 
invaluable for industries such as; food production, petrochemical facilities and factories.

FLAT BLACK COARSE FLAT BLACK MEDIUM FLAT BLACK FINE SPARKLE BLACK

SAFETY YELLOW SATURN YELLOW HORIZON BLUE CARIB BLUE

SCARLET RED INDUSTRIAL RED INDUSTRIAL BROWN TEAK BROWN

AQUA WHITE AQUA BLACK AQUA CLEAR MARINE BLACK

HAZARD YELLOW CAMOUFLAGE OCEAN GREY PEBBLE WHITE

COLOURS
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NIGHT GLOW

NIGHT GLOW has the ability to ‘Glow in the Dark’. This product is superb for stairways and walkways where safety goes beyond 
slip resistance and requires a product to mark the boundaries of a surface when occupied in dim or no light situations. It 
provides a clearly lit, safe walkway for exits and working areas such as fire escapes, stairways and theatres/cinemas.

Roll Size Rolls Per Carton 

19mm x 18.25m 16

25mm x 18.25m 12

51mm x 18.25m 6

76mm x 18.25m 4

102mm x 18.25m 3

152mm x 18.25m 2

203mm x 18.25m 3

305mm x 18.25m 1

457mm x 18.25m 1

Temperature Limits Applied Flextred has a useful temperature range of -40°C to 105°C. 

Flexure Flextred bends over sharp 90° angles without fracture.

Cleaning Flextred will tolerate steam cleaning and detergent cleaning.

Die cuts Available in standard and custom sizes to suit your application needs.

Economical Cost effective solution to slippery surfaces.

Environmental Resistance Flextred is essentially unaffected by climatic and mild acid or alkali exposure under normal 
working conditions and is resistant to solvents. 
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